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ABSTRACT

Reverse electrodialysis electrical power generation is based on the transport of salt ions
through ion conductive membranes. The ion flux, equivalent to an electric current, results
from a salinity gradient, induced by two salt solutions at significantly different concentrations. Such equivalent electric current in combination with the corresponding electrochemical
potential difference across the membrane, equivalent to an electric potential, results in a battery equivalency. While having a co-current fluid flow of both solutions in the reverse electrodialysis cell pair compartments, a mathematical model needs to be based on both
diffusion and convective mass transport equations in the compartments and on the, electromigration-based, ion transport through the membranes. The steady state salt ion flux through
the membranes and the corresponding ion concentration distribution within the salt solution
compartments of a reverse electrodialysis cell pair (in the absence of electrodes) was theoretically analysed by using two-dimensional finite element (FEM) modelling. Fundamental information on the effect of membrane thickness and fluid flow velocity was obtained. FEM
simulations support the theoretical insight into reverse electrodialysis phenomena and thus
assist in the planning/design of experimental work. The FEM approximation is superior with
respect to a modelling of the combined effect of all complex and simultaneous ion transport
mechanisms in the reverse electrodialysis cell pair compartments and ion conductive
membranes. In fact, this first time reporting of a FEM modelling of a half cell pair obviously
also includes the complex and dynamic drop in salinity gradient, between influent side and
effluent side, over the height of the half cell pair compartments.
Keywords: Salinity gradient; Reverse electrodialysis; Finite element; Power; Model; Steady
state; Flow; Concentration distribution; Diffusion; Electromigration

1. Introduction
The energy production potential, from the mixing
of two salt solutions showing a large concentration

difference (Salinity Gradient; SG), has recently gained
significant attention. The potential of harvesting osmotic energy was already indicated early in scientific
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literature [1–4]. The interest in osmotic energy revived
at the end of last century [5,6]. Two main technical
approaches exist: reverse electrodialysis (Fig. 1) or
pressure retarded osmosis (PRO). PRO is under
detailed investigation by e.g. Statkraft in Norway [7].
Reverse electrodialysis can be based on the mixing
of fresh water (river and lake) and seawater, being
typically called “Blue Energy” (RED) [8–15] but also
on the mixing of highly concentrated brine with seawater/brackish water (called SGP-RE to make the distinction) [16–20]. In the case of RED, the seawater/
fresh water SG is indeed typically 30–35 kg/m3
whereas, in the case of SGP-RE, the SG can be nearly
10 times higher, thus typically 270–300 kg/m3. When
compared to RED, such a high SG in the case of SGPRE should enable to induce an importantly higher
salinity gradient power (SGP) output in a reverse electrodialysis stack, when expressed as W/m² cell pair
[3] or as kW/m3 stack [Table 2 in 17].
It is clear that a mathematical modelling of the
SGP-RE phenomena on the basis of a cell pair (Fig. 1)
assists in acquiring insight regarding the importance
of specific SGP-RE process parameters. The model
approach by Lacey as reported in [3,17] is a “simplified” modelling approach considering the total resistance of the membrane/compartments of the cell pair
(basic unity building block of a SGP-RE battery;
Fig. 2). The approach indeed needs to be looked upon
as idealised since e.g. describing a cell pair without
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taking into account the important drop in SG (salinity
gradient) between the stack influent side and the stack
effluent side in a real SGP-RE stack, as a result of the
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ion transport through the membranes from the HIGH
compartment towards the LOW compartment. In fact,
the Lacey model could be considered as a “1-D” cell
pair model in that respect.
An obvious step forward towards a more refined
FEM model was lacking. As a result, such first time
FEM model simulation was performed and is introduced in this publication. Specifically for the SGP-RE
case a two-dimensional(2D) FEM basic simulation was
studied on the basis of two NaCl model solutions of,
respectively, 0.6 M (“seawater” concentration type;
called LOW) and 4.5 M (concentrated brine concentration type; called HIGH). When compared to the
approach by Lacey [3,17], a FEM-based simulation
needs to be considered as a highly sophisticated modelling approximation of the complex real phenomena
within a basic cell pair as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Moreover, in the compartments of a cell pair in a
real SGP-RE battery stack, spacers are present which
influence, in a complex way, the fluid dynamics and
convection-diffusion phenomena within those compartments (laminar mixing in the compartments). A
co-current fluid flow of both solutions in the reverse
electrodialysis cell pair compartments is assumed
here. The electromigration-based ion transport of the
ions through the membranes needed to be implemented in the model as well. The extremely complex
dynamics of such simultaneously ongoing transport
phenomena in the cell pair compartments and membranes can only be described in detail and to a good
approximation through the introduction of appropriate differential equations describing the convection–
diffusion and electromigration phenomena. The
steady-state salt ion transport through the membranes
and the corresponding ion concentration distribution
within the salt solution compartments of a reverse
electrodialysis cell pair (in the absence of electrodes)
could be theoretically and successfully analysed. In
particular, the important effect of the membrane thickness and the salt solution flow velocity was investigated and highlighted.

2. Simulation methods
2.1. Introduction
The SGP-RE process is linked to the conversion of
the available mixing energy of a HIGH and a LOW
salt solution. In that respect, an ion conductive membrane within a cell pair can be considered as the crucial location where the electrochemical conversion of
the mixing energy is realised. Across the membrane, a
difference in electrochemical potential between HIGH
and LOW exist. This can be viewed upon as the crea-
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tion of an electrical potential across the membrane.
The transport of the ions through the membrane is
also equivalent to an electric current. As a result, the
combination of the electrical potential and the electrical current enables to drain electrical power from the
cell pair. In principle the fundamental information,
related to the energy production through SGP-RE,
thus can be confined to the theoretical modelling of
the phenomena within a single cell pair.
All other SGP-RE related “practical” aspects
related to the total description and modelling of a full
SGP-RE stack, including the:
(a) combined electrochemical action of N cell pairs
in series
(b) phenomena linked to the SGP-RE stack
electrodes and electrode rinsing solution
(c) electrical interaction with an actual electrical
load, connected to the electrodes
(d) pumping energy requirements linked to the
transport of the HIGH and LOW solutions
through their respective compartments
are not considered in this publication. The verification
of a full SGP-RE stack model including the items A-D
on the basis of experimental data obtained from a real
stack is not the subject of this publication. In that
respect, project Work Package 5 within the REAPower
(www.reapower.eu) project will deliver more detailed
information while being based on the full SGP-RE
stack approach, including the items A-D. The publication of such information will be performed in the
future by the University of Palermo.
The FEM-based theoretical modelling is thus
confined in this publication to the description of the
electrochemical activity and power production on the
basis of a cell pair (in the absence of electrodes). In
that respect, it should be remarked first that in the
modelling by Lacey [3] and in [17] a cell pair, as illustrated in Fig. 2, was used. The representation within
Fig. 2 and the approach in [3,17] describe, in a simplified way, the basic transport of anions and cations
within a cell pair from the highly concentrated salt
solution compartment (HIGH) into the low concentration salt solution compartment (LOW) on an “electrical resistance” basis. Moreover, the concentration
profile within a boundary layer d at the membrane
surface was approximated in a simplified, linear way.
In Fig. 2, the bulk concentration NLOW in the LOW
compartment is thus assumed to increase linearly
towards the values N1 and N4. The corresponding
drop within the HIGH compartment from the bulk
value NHIGH was also approximated in a linear way
towards the values N5 and N8.
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In practice such diffusion driven ion concentration
profiles within the respective compartments at the
boundary locations (diffusion boundary layer) are
evidently non-linear or discontinuous in locations 2, 3,
6 and 7 in Fig. 2. Also the assumption in the approach
of Fig. 2 was made that the concentration distribution
is the same over the cell pair height (“1-D” approach).
Therefore, a sophisticated FEM approach was introduced to highly exceed the restricted model approach
within [3,17] and of which the simulation methods
and results will be discussed in the next sections.

The diffusion related boundary layer concentration
profiles in Fig. 2 within the HIGH compartment will
show in reality, a continuously decreasing concentration towards the membrane surface from the bulk in
the middle of the HIGH compartment. When introducing a FEM-based simulation such continuous
boundary layer concentration and diffusion profile
will be simulated automatically. In an analogous way,
this is also the case for the continuously increasing
concentration towards the membrane surface in the
boundary layer within the LOW compartment. As
well, FEM simulations will thus also not show the
type of discontinuities as represented within locations
2 and 3 as depicted in Fig. 2.
It will be shown first that the basic geometry
needed in a FEM approach to model the phenomena
at the level of a SGP-RE cell pair can be reduced to
the restricted set-up depicted within Fig. 3(b) and
even beyond that (see 2.5).
As indicated in Fig. 1, each cell pair consists of a
HIGH compartment, an AM, a LOW compartment
and a CM. In those cell pairs, there is a simultaneous
transport of anions (through the AM) and cations
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2.2. Half cell pair FEM geometry approach

X

(through the CM) in opposite directions, thereby
assuring a steady state and an overall electrical
neutrality regarding the presence of anions and cations in the HIGH and LOW compartments. Therefore,
in steady state, the charge amount of anions (on a
total electrical charge basis) being transported through
the AM from a HIGH compartment to a neighbouring
LOW compartment should be in equilibrium with the
charge amount of cations (on a total electrical charge
basis) being transported through the CM into the
same LOW compartment from a second neighbouring
HIGH compartment. As a result, the reader needs to
allow here, for simulation reasons, the implementation
of an important abstraction which largely increases
the efficiency of the FEM modelling while preserving
fundamental information about the ion transport
phenomena.
In an actual SGP-RE battery cell pair, one of both
membranes will show the smallest ion transport rate
and thus will dictate the overall ion transport rate. It
is thus very convenient to make an important abstraction while reducing the modelling towards one single
(slowest) representative ion “X” linked to the rate dictating membrane (whatever AM or CM dictating that
transport rate). That ion “X” is moreover assumed in
this publication to have an ion valence of 1. The
constituent X thus represents, in an abstract way, both
an anion (Cl) and a cation (Na+). From this Na+ and
Cl ions, transport rate equilibrium in steady state in
a cell pair is possible to introduce the set-up as
presented in Fig. 3(a), while introducing spacers in
the HIGH and LOW compartments. A spacer was
approximated in the 2D approach by solid circles. The
HIGH and LOW compartment geometries within
Fig. 3(a) in fact also show an axial symmetry at their
centres (represented by the dotted lines). As a result,
a further convenient abstraction and geometry reduction can be made since the ion transport is also dictated by these symmetry centre lines. In principle, a
2D FEM simulation of the SGP-RE phenomena then
can be based on the geometry as represented in Fig. 3
(b). The geometry represented in Fig. 3(b) is called in
this publication a “half cell pair”.
2.3. Ion transport within the membrane in the half cell pair

X

Fig. 3. Representation (2D) of membrane, HIGH and LOW
compartments.

The ion conductive membrane material within
Fig. 3(b) is assumed to be perfectly homogeneous, thus
showing a constant IEC (ion exchange capacity) over its
total bulk (typically 1,500 mol/m3). A valence z = 1 is
assumed here for the fixed ions as well as for the anions
and cations in the HIGH and LOW salt solutions (e.g.
NaCl solutions). For electroneutrality each fixed ion
then needs to be compensated by a counter-ion.
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Therefore, the concentration of counter-ions is
considered to be homogeneous in the membrane. In the
case of one type of cation (Na+) and one type of anion
(Cl) as counter-ions, it is thus assumed that in the cation conductive membrane the Na+ ions are homogeneously distributed over the CM bulk. There is then no
Na+ concentration gradient within the CM itself (the
concentration profile is flat/horizontal). A Na+ ion
entering the membrane at the HIGH-membrane interface thus causes one Na+ ion to move into the LOW
compartment at the LOW-membrane interface. This
transport is only possible through multiple simultaneous hopping events of Na+ counter-ions from one
fixed anion location to a neighbouring fixed ion location in the x-direction. The same reasoning can be
implemented for the Cl ion in the AM.
With respect to the ion transport phenomena in
the membrane, a reference can be made first in general to the Nernst-Planck equation which describes an
ion flux J in a medium while being generated from
the combined action of a concentration gradient [dc/
dx; left part of Eq. (1)] and the electromigration in an
electric field [dE/dx; right part of Eq. (1)]. Regarding
the representation of the flux J in its modulus format
|J| in this publication the reader is referred to the
analogous discussion below, on the use of the modulus format when expressing |DE| (thus avoiding possible confusion related to technical sign conventions in
technical electrical circuitry presentation). Obviously,
the flux in Fig. 3(b) is from the HIGH compartment to
the LOW compartment, thus from left to right.
jJj ¼ D 

dc
F  c  z dE
þD

dx
RT
dx

ð1Þ

J = flux [mol/(m² s)], D = diffusion coefficient[m/s²],
c = concentration [mol/m3], F = Faraday [96485.34
C/mol], z = valence, R = gas constant [8.3144621 J/
(mol K)], T = temperature [K].
As already explained, it is assumed that an ion
conductive membrane shows a homogeneous distribution, thus homogeneous concentration, of the single
counter-ion (Na+ or Cl since it is assumed that there
are no other ions present in the simulation considered
in this publication) over its bulk. There is then no concentration gradient inside the membrane (thus a flat
concentration profile causing dc/dx = 0; concentration
value is typical 1,500 mol/m3). Therefore, regarding
the ion transport within the membrane, only the
second part of Eq. (1) is then relevant:
jJj ¼ Dmemb 

F  cmemb  z dE

RT
dx

ð2Þ
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At the interface location “A” between the HIGH
solution and the membrane, there is a higher
concentration of X when compared to the interface
location “B” between the membrane and the LOW
solution. Therefore, there is a difference in electrochemical potential between interface locations “A”
and “B”. It is then possible to introduce here the
potential drop |DE| = f(y) across the membrane as
derived by Strathmann [20]; [Eq. (2).184 p. 84]:
!
aX;HIGH ðyÞ
RT
jDEj ¼ fðyÞ ¼ ðtm;cou  tm;co Þ 
ln
F
aX;LOW ðyÞ
!
aX;HIGH ðyÞ
RT
ln
ð3Þ
¼a
F
aX;LOW ðyÞ
tm,cou = transport number of the counterion in the
membrane, tm,co = transport number of the co-ion in
the membrane, aX,HIGH = activity of X in the HIGH
solution, aX,LOW = activity of X in the LOW solution,
a = membrane permselectivity.
Regarding Eq. (3) Strathmann indicates in [21]: “To
a first approximation the membrane potential is
identical to the measured membrane potential”.
The potential |DE| within Eq. (3) is indicated here
in its modulus format in order to avoid discussions
on the specific sign conventions (as introduced and
agreed upon during the history of the theory on electricity). Such sign conventions indeed could blur the
discussion with respect to the interpretation of the
flux as expressed by Eq. (1). At the level of a half cell
pair, as depicted in Fig. 3(b), it is however very obvious that the ions X will move from the HIGH compartment through the membrane towards the LOW
compartment. That transport can be considered to be
driven as an electromigration driven transport since
the potential drop |DE| = f(y) over the membrane
creates an electrical field in the membrane. When
assuming a homogeneous electrical field in the
x-direction across the membrane thickness (of course
at the influent location y = 0 the electrical field is larger
than at the effluent location y = H at the top of the
compartments), the value of the electric field (V/m) is
assumed to be well approximated by
 
dE
jDEjðyÞ
  ¼ fðyÞ ¼
 dx 
W

ð4Þ

memb

After the implementation of Eq. (4), Eq. (2) then
results in:
jJjðyÞ ¼ Dmemb 

F  cmemb  z jDEjðyÞ

RT
Wmemb

ð5Þ
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Dmemb = diffusion/(electromigration) coefficient X
in the IEX membrane [m/s²], cmemb = IEC of the IEX
membrane [typically 1,500 mol/m3], z = valence
(assumed to be 1 in this publication), Wmemb = membrane thickness (m).
Eq. (3) can be introduced in Eq. (5) resulting in:
1
a
jJjðyÞ ¼ Dmemb  Cmemb 
Wmemb
!
aX;HIGH ðyÞ
ð6Þ
 ln
aX;LOW ðyÞ
It is also trivial that J as a flux [mol/(m² s)] represents the movement of ions, thus J also represents
(when multiplying its value by the Faraday constant
[C/mol]) an electric current density [A/m²]. Since
only a half cell pair is considered in this publication,
an abstraction towards the ion X representing both the
anion and cation is possible.
The reader should notice here that if (s)he intends
to model a full cell pair (see item A in 2.1), it will be
needed to consider two half cell pairs with:
(a) an anion conductive membrane taking care of
the transport of the anions. The direction of the
Janion flux vector will be opposite to the direction of the electrical current density vector
(based on the electrical abstract convention that
the “electrical current” vector direction involves
the transport direction of positively charged
particles). In an analogous way, the “electrical
potential“ sign/profile across the membrane
will be opposite to the electrochemical potential
profile across the membrane
(b) a cation conductive membrane taking care of the
transport of the cations. Now the direction of the
Janion flux vector will be the same as the direction
of the electrical current density vector. In this
case, the electrical potential profile across the
membrane will be congruent to the electrochemical potential profile across the membrane
It is also important to note that, in principle, Eq.
(6) could be converted to a “lower technical” level of
a “resistance” based on DE = R.I thereby combining
within Eq. (6) the Dmemb and cmemb values as to obtain
an equation holding the “resistance” value. By doing
so, phenomena details related to the mobility of the
ions within the membrane matrix and the concentration of the ions within the membrane are simply lost.
In such a way, important phenomena linked information are also lost in the modelling and specifically in
the Comsol Multiphysics (CMP) FEM simulations
described within this publication, the approach of Eq.

(6) at a “higher level” is therefore definitely preferred
over a “resistance” approach.
2.4. Ion transport and fluid dynamics within the
compartments of the half cell pair
The fluid flow of the HIGH and LOW solutions in
their respective compartments is laminar at the low
velocities, as used in practice (e.g. 1 cm/s). Nevertheless, the presence of a spacer enhances the convective
transport of ions towards the membrane surface
(“laminar mixing”).
In CMP, the steady state fluid flow situation can
be simulated. The fluid flow in the HIGH and LOW
compartments was set to single-phase laminar flow.
The Eqs. (7,8), available within CMP [22] and relevant
to such single-phase laminar flow, are based on the
Navier–Stokes approach for incompressible flow of
both the HIGH and LOW solutions.
qðu  rÞu ¼ r  ðpI þ lðruÞ þ ðruÞT Þ þ Force

ð7Þ

qr  u ¼ 0

ð8Þ

The term at the left in (7), related to “q”, represents inertia. The term related to “p” represents the
pressure gradient. The term related to “l” represents
viscosity, while Force represents “other” body forces
(e.g. gravity or, when relevant, also centrifugal forces).
Eq. (8) represents the conservation of volume in the
case of incompressibility.
In the HIGH and LOW compartments, the ruling
transport equation for the convection–diffusion transport is (as used by CMP [22]):
r  ðDrcÞ ¼ u  rc

ð9Þ

Eq. (9) clearly involves the concentration gradient
determined by ion transport in the HIGH and LOW
salt solution-based domains. This is in contrast with
the transport mechanism in the membrane which is
electromigration, as explained in 2.3.
2.5. Boundary conditions in the half cell pair
When limiting to a model describing the steady
state within a half cell pair, it is thus interesting to
note, when accepting all preceding assumptions, that
in steady state the flux of ion X through the ion conductive membrane can be approximated by Eq. (6),
thus using the activity aX,HIGH = f(y) at the HIGH/
membrane interface and using the activity aX,LOW = f
(y) at the LOW/membrane interface. When further
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assuming a constant value of Dmemb value across the
membrane and considering the steady state, the
value of the flux J(y) evidently has the same value in
both interfaces. Such can then be used to express a
boundary condition in the FEM model. It is trivial that
the implementation within the CMP FEM environment of the ion X flux at the boundaries of the
domains (HIGH and LOW domains) requires correct
CMP software prescribed sign conventions (a flux
going out of a domain is negative; a flux going into a
domain is positive).
From all previous points of view with respect to
the implementation of the Eq. (6) based boundary condition, it is now even possible to make the additional
assumption that in the 2D FEM model a membrane
domain is in fact not explicitly needed. Eq. (6) can be
put as an algebraic equation regarding the boundary
condition at the boundary interface between the
HIGH and the membrane and as a boundary condition at the boundary interface between the LOW and
the membrane. The membrane can indeed be assumed
under the conditions of a single salt (NaCl) as merely
a convenient transport medium showing the same flux
profile over each vertical section within the membrane
thickness related Dx-interval. It is thus even feasible to
omit the membrane domain in the 2D model altogether and, in an abstract way, combine both boundaries into one single boundary fully dictated by Eq.
(6). This approach was used in the simulations within
this publication. In the 2D approach only half of one
cell pair was thus modelled according to Fig. 3(b)
while replacing the MEMB domain of Fig. 3(b) by one
single boundary. It should be noted that future FEM
modelling of entire and multiple cell pairs of course
still could be based on the algebraic approach of Eq.
(6) while including a symbolical “membrane domain”
when geometrically needed (and the two boundaries
HIGH/MEMB and MEMB/LOW), using the method
of the projection (over the symbolical membrane geometrical domain) of the flux boundary condition (Eq.
(6)) from the HIGH/MEMB boundary onto the
MEMB/LOW boundary.
The domains HIGH and LOW as illustrated in
Fig. 4 were implemented in CMP. Boundary conditions with respect to concentration, flux and flow were
defined for all boundaries. At the HIGH and LOW
domain entrance boundaries, the concentrations of the
HIGH and LOW influent have, respectively, the values 4,500 and 600 mol/m3. The effluent boundaries of
the HIGH and LOW domains were defined in CMP as
Outflow boundaries showing a zero relative pressure
outlet. The dotted line boundaries in Fig. 3(b) are
considered to be of the No Flux type. In CMP, the
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domains HIGH and LOW have, respectively, the
domain labels 1 and 2. Concentrations in the HIGH
and LOW domains are then, respectively, c1 and c2,
combined in an overall total domain concentration
cALL (cALL = c1 in the HIGH domain; cALL = c2 in
the LOW domain). As already indicated, the
“combined” boundary between the HIGH and LOW
domains, are based on the condition specified algebraically by Eq. (6).
2.6. FEM meshing approach of the half cell pair
The FEM model as used in the simulations within
this publication was based on the geometry/meshing
as illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and (b) (B as a detail of the
domains HIGH at the left and LOW at the right having
a single boundary, as explained in 2.3, between them).
The coordinate units within Fig. 4 are in micrometres
for both the x- and y-axis (y-axis: times 100 000 as indicated in the upper left corner of the graphs).
In the simulations, the height Hmemb of the half
cell pair was set to 0.256 m while the full HIGH and
LOW compartment widths in Fig. 3(a) were both 2
E-6 m. The width of the model domains HIGH and
LOW in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4 was 1 E-6 m for each
domain (half of the full HIGH and LOW compartments). Evidently, the ratio Hmemb versus the small
HIGH and LOW compartments width is very large.
The geometrical construction of the domains HIGH
and LOW was performed on the basis of a single
basic geometrical unit of 0.5 E-3 m in height, including one spacer wire. This basic geometrical unit
(height 0.5 mm) was doubled and combined in one
new geometrical element (1 mm height). Repeating
this doubling strategy resulted in an exponentially
increasing total element height in a series of 2, 4, 8,
16, … , 128 mm until the final 256 mm total domain
height (thus 512 basic geometrical units in total over
the half cell pair height). The HIGH geometry within
Fig. 3(b) is thus extremely thin (100 lm) when compared to its total height (256,000 lm). In CMP version
4.3a, such long and thin structure however could be
successfully meshed and calculated for when using
the MUMPS solver.
As a result of the need for a more detailed calculation at the boundary between HIGH and LOW, a
boundary layer mesh was introduced at that boundary, as can be observed in Fig. 4(b) in more detail.
This guarantees (a needed) much higher calculated
data resolution in the immediate vicinity of the interface (in fact the membrane is represented in an
abstract way by this mutual boundary) between the
HIGH and the LOW domains.
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Fig. 4. FEM geometry and meshing as used in the simulations.

3. Material characteristics used in the simulations
3.1. HIGH and LOW salt solution characteristics
3.1.1. Viscosity and density in the HIGH and LOW
domains
Since the HIGH and LOW ion concentration values
are high in this study, the implementation within the
CMP FEM modelling of the dependence of the fluid
dynamics on fluid viscosity and fluid density upon
the concentration was considered to be essential.
Indeed during the transport of the HIGH from the
influent location y = 0 to the effluent location y = stack
height, the concentration evidently will decrease as a
result of the ion transport out of the HIGH domain.
Moreover, the final steady state convective–diffusive
transport gives rise to a concentration distribution in
both the y and x direction within the HIGH and LOW
domains. Moreover, the presence of the spacer has a
profound effect on the fluid velocity field within the
compartments. The spatial dependency regarding density and viscosity determines also the fluid flow
behaviour and laminar velocity profile in both compartments. In this study, the assumption was made
that the HIGH and LOW salt solutions were NaCl
solutions, in order to be able to implement viscosity = f(c,T) and density = f(c,T) concentration and temperature dependencies.
Viscosity data in the temperature range of 10–40˚C
were extracted from [23] and processed by a well-fitting second-degree polynomial regression:
l ¼ a1 ðTÞ  c2 þ a2 ðTÞ  c þ a3 ðTÞ

ð10Þ

The regression coefficient R² showed a typical
value of R² = 0.9994 indicating a very good regression.

The polynomial regression coefficients a1, a2 and a3
are temperature depending. Those coefficients ai(T)
(i = 1,2,3) could also be well modelled through a
second-degree polynomial regression approach of the
format:
ai ðTÞ ¼ bi;1  T2 þ bi;2  T þ bi;3

ð11Þ

Density data in the temperature range of 0–50˚C
were extracted from [24] and processed in an analogous way through second-degree polynomial regression as in the case of the viscosity. The same equation
format as presented by Eqs. (10) and (11) was used
since there is an analogous temperature dependency
of the regression coefficients of type ai(T). Regression
coefficient R² showed also a typical value of
R² = 0.9998 which also indicates a very good regression for fluid density.
In CMP, it is possible to put a complete expression
for any material characteristic in the Variables dialogue
window under Equation View. This was performed for
viscosity and density. In this way, it is assured that the
CMP FEM model will generate an even more realistic
FEM calculated fluid flow dynamics/distribution in
the compartments HIGH and LOW.
3.1.2. Diffusion coefficient in the HIGH and LOW
domains
In [25 (
Figure 3)], experimentally determined
diffusion data for NaCl solutions are presented.
On the basis of that information, a diffusion coefficient value of D = 1.0E-9 m²/s was assumed in the
CMP simulations. The simulation results in this
publication are considered to be informative as a first
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approximation. A refinement towards the D(c,T)
effects of temperature and concentration could be
introduced in the future.
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3.2. Membrane diffusion coefficient
Experimental data on the diffusion coefficients of
ions within typical ion conductive membranes are
reported in [14,26,27]. From these data, it can be
concluded that the diffusion coefficient value is situated in the typical range of Dmemb = 5E-11 m²/s to
Dmemb = 20E-11 m²/s. A value of Dmemb = 5E-11 m²/s
for the ion X was thus assumed here in the simulations. Nonetheless, it is obvious that membranes
which exist show a higher diffusion coefficient value.
It is then assumed here that the simulation results on
the basis of Dmemb = 5E-11 m²/s could be considered
as “conservative”. It should be remarked that no sensitivity analysis was targeted with respect to the effect
of the value of the diffusion coefficient linked to the
membrane material. The simulation results on the
basis of one well-chosen single value of Dmemb are
presented in Figs. 5–10 are considered to provide
sufficient and important first quantitative information
on the very complex phenomena in a half cell pair.
Since data on the temperature dependence of
diffusion coefficients were not available at the time of
the simulations it should be noted that a more detailed
simulation exercise could be performed in the future.
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4. FEM simulation results and discussion
4.1. Basic approach and FEM simulation parameter values
The importance of the membrane thickness is
obvious from Eq. (6): the flux, thus also the corresponding electrical current density, is inversely proportional to
the membrane thickness. Since the power density output
is related to the potential across the membrane and the
current density, the membrane thickness clearly will
cause a hyperbolically increasing trend of the power
density with decreasing membrane thickness. This trend
was indeed observed on the basis of CMP simulation
results as discussed further in detail in this publication.
Moreover, the HIGH and LOW flow velocity dictates
respectively the level of influent supply and effluent discharge of the ion transported through the membrane
(salt solution “residence time” effect).
The main goal of the simulations within this
theoretical study was thus to highlight:
(1) the major (theoretical) effect of membrane
thickness on the transport of the ion X from the
HIGH compartment through the membrane
into the LOW compartment;
(2) the importance of the flow velocity within the
compartments;
(3) the dynamics within the HIGH and LOW compartments (fluid dynamics resulting from the
presence of a spacer and simultaneous convection-diffusion transport in those compartments).
The membrane thickness values thus were varied
according to the series 10, 25, 50 and 100 lm. In this
publication, the code “Wn” is used to indicate the
membrane thickness series W1 = 10 lm, W2 = 25 lm,
W3 = 50 lm and W4 = 100 lm.
The influent velocity values for both HIGH and
LOW were also varied according to the series 0.5, 1
and 2 cm/s. In this publication, the code “Veln” is
used to indicate the series Vel1 = 0.5 cm/s, Vel2 =
1 cm/s and Vel3 = 2 cm/s (Table 1).

Table 1

Fig. 5. Velocity
compartments.

profile

in

the

HIGH

and

LOW
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Fig. 6. Horizontal concentration cuts in the Vel2 case for different membrane thicknesses.

Parameter values which were fixed during the simulations were the half cell pair height (0.256 m), the half
cell pair membrane width (1 m), the HIGH and LOW
half compartment thickness (100 lm), the ion X diffusion
coefficient in the HIGH and LOW domains (assumed to
be 1E-9 m²/s; 3.1.2), the ion X diffusion coefficient in the
membrane (assumed to be 5E-11 m²/s; 3.2), the
concentration of the HIGH influent (4,500 mol/m3),
the concentration of the LOW influent (600 mol/m3),
membrane permselectivity (0.6), the valence of ion X
(valence = 1) and the temperature (303 K).
4.2. Simulation results and discussion
4.2.1. Fluid flow profile in the HIGH and LOW
domains
In Fig. 5, the laminar flow velocity distribution is
shown as calculated by the FEM approach. A detail of

three of the 512 repetitive geometrical units of each
0.5 mm in length is represented in Fig. 5 in order to
illustrate the flow velocity field in the HIGH and LOW
domains. The colour interval represents 0 m/s (dark
blue) to 0.05 m/s (dark red) as illustrated in the righthand scale within Fig. 5. The spacers have an important function in enhancing the convective transport of
the ions towards the boundary surface (membrane in
reality). The coordinate units within Fig. 5 are in micrometre for both the x- and y-axis (y-axis: times 100 000
as indicated in the upper left corner of the graphs).
4.2.2. Concentration profiles in the HIGH and LOW
domains
The CMP simulations clearly show (Fig. 6) the
important difference in the total ion transport effect
for the different membrane thicknesses W1-W4 (at
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Fig. 7. Concentration profiles for W1 (left) and W4 (right).

velocity condition Vel2). The upper left graph coded
6_W1Vel2 shows the ion X concentration values as
horizontal cuts at regularly distributed vertical distance over the half cell pair height. It is thus obvious
that at W1 the transport of X is much more
pronounced when compared to the succeeding series
of increased membrane thickness W2, W3 and W4.
The clear enhancement of the transport of the ion
X as a result of a thinner membrane is also shown in
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Fig. 7. With respect to the visual representation of the
concentration in the half cell pair, a dark blue colour
was set to represent 600 mol/m3 while a dark red colour was set to represent 4,500 mol/m3. In Fig. 7, the
influent location is indicated as “Bottom” while the
effluent location is indicated as “Top”. A location at
the middle of the half cell pair height is indicated as
“Middle”. Fig. 7 then reveals that in the case of the
10 lm membrane (W1) a considerable amount of
the ion X was transferred over the half cell pair height
from the HIGH compartment to the LOW
compartment.
The colour representing the HIGH compartment
thus shifted from the original dark red (bottom of
HIGH domain) to yellow (top of HIGH domain)
which indicates on the colour scale at the left that the
HIGH effluent shows a concentration which is about
3,000 mol/m3 (about 33% lower than the starting concentration of 4,500 mol/m3). The LOW effluent (Top of
LOW domain) shows a concentration which is about
2,100 mol/m3 (light blue colour). Fig. 7 also reveals
that in the case of the 100 lm membrane (W4) clearly
much less of the ion X was transferred from the
HIGH compartment to the LOW compartment as a
result of the much larger distance in the thick membrane that the ion need to cross (distance being 10
times higher in the W4-100 lm case when compared
to the W1-10 lm case !). Neither the colour representing the HIGH compartment, nor the colour within the
LOW compartment shows an important shift from,

Fig. 8. Effect of membrane thickness (W1-W4) linked to the Vel2 condition.
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respectively, the original dark red (4,500 mol/m3) and
dark blue (600 mol/m3) colour. The concentration at
the top of the half cell pair is about 4,200 mol/m3
(thus a drop of only about 7%), while the concentration of the LOW has increased accordingly to only
about 900 mol/m3.
More information with respect to the effect of the
membrane thickness can be obtained from Fig. 8, as
extracted from the CMP simulation data. Fig. 8 shows
the HIGH and corresponding LOW concentration over
the height of the half cell pair. For a thin membrane
(W1), the important drop in the HIGH concentration
from bottom (y = 0 mm) to top (y = 256 mm) of the
stack is very clear. For a thicker membrane (W4), the
drop is clearly much less. These same effects for W1
and W4 are also visualized within Figs. 7 and 8.
Fig. 9 additionally shows the importance of the
HIGH and LOW flow velocity value on the HIGH
concentration decrease and the LOW concentration
increase at the top of the half cell pair. At the low
flow velocity value Vel1, the residence time is clearly
too high in the W1 case (10 lm membrane) since the
HIGH and LOW concentration at the top of the half
cell pair nearly coincide (see also further the effect on
power density as discussed in 4.2.3).
4.2.3. Power density
By calculating in CMP the power from a line integral over the total half cell pair height (y = 0 to

y = 0.256 m) on the boundary (between HIGH and
LOW), while being based on the local voltage V(y)
(Eq. (5)) and local current I(y) (Eq. (6)) when calculating P = V.I, the median power density can be derived.
The calculated results are shown in Fig. 10. The power
density on the basis of a cell pair is explained further
in more detail.
It can be observed for the case of a low fluid velocity (Vel1; 0.5 cm/s) that thin membranes will transport
ions from the HIGH to the LOW compartment at such
a transport magnitude that the HIGH concentration
drop from half cell pair bottom to half cell pair top is
very large (thus the LOW concentration increase over
the half cell pair height is accordingly large; see also
Fig. 9 where the concentration of HIGH and LOW
nearly have the same value at the top of the half cell
pair). As a result, at Vel1 the overall salinity gradient
across the membrane drops too fast in the case of thin
membranes to assure a sufficiently high power density
output. This effect obviously can be attributed to a too
high residence time of the HIGH and LOW solution.
Therefore, there should be a sufficiently high feed
flow (velocity) in the compartments. It is clear from
Fig. 10 that by increasing the fluid velocity to Vel2
(1 cm/s) and Vel3 (2 cm/s), the power density
responds accordingly. It is thus very important to
remark here that the control of HIGH and/or LOW
velocity could eventually become an important SGPRE battery power control parameter.

Fig. 9. Effect of membrane thickness & fluid velocity on ion X transfer rate.
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It is also interesting to notice that the power density values as obtained from the Lacey model and
published in [17] are represented in Fig. 10 as well.
There is a clear correlation between the Lacey modelling and FEM modelling approaches when e.g. comparing in Fig. 10 the Lacey model-based graph and
the Vel3-based FEM model results. As discussed in
2.1, a simplified diffusion boundary layer approach
within the HIGH and LOW compartments was used
by Lacey [3]. A linear decrease in ion concentration in
the HIGH compartment (see Fig. 2) from the HIGH
bulk concentration value towards the membrane surface was used as an approximation. In an analogous
way, a linear increase in ion concentration in the
LOW compartment (see Fig. 2) from the LOW bulk
concentration value towards the membrane surface
was used as well by Lacey. Notwithstanding these
simplifications, Fig. 10 proves the relevance of the
Lacey approach. When considering the implementation of a sufficiently low HIGH and LOW residence
time (sufficiently high flow velocity value) in the compartments, a highly complex FEM model approach
(including the complex spacer amplified convection/
diffusion phenomena) points to the very same power
density trends (versus membrane thickness) when
compared to the Lacey model results.
Without going into the details of the experimental
conditions, in Fig. 10 a single experimental value at a
membrane thickness of 125 lm is represented as well.
This single experimental value confirms to a certain
extent the theoretical results since the extrapolation of
the theoretical graphs points in the direction of that
experimental value. In 2.1, it is indicated that an
extensive report on experimental verifications will be
done by the University of Palermo in the future.
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It should be stressed again that in this publication
the FEM simulation results are based on a half cell
pair. Since the basic unit of a SGP-RE battery is a full
cell pair the power density as expressed in Fig. 10
should be explained in somewhat more detail with
respect to a full cell pair. A cell pair could be considered basically as a basic DC battery consisting of two
contributing half cell pairs. In general, when considering a DC battery feeding an external load, that external load will have an impedance (symbolised by RL).
The battery has an internal impedance (symbolised by
Rint). It is well known that an optimal power transfer
occurs at the moment that RL = Rint (when the internal
and external impedance values match). In the circuit
evidently the same current I flows through both
impedances RL and Rint.. There is thus an internal loss
in the battery PLoss = Rint.I² which equals the power
PLoad = RL.I² consumed by the external load. From this
point of view and when assuming conditions of external impedance to be equal to the internal impedance,
it can be concluded that, for a cell pair, half of the
total power generated is lost in the internal impedance
of the battery.
An alternative way of perceiving this in an abstract
way is to consider one half cell pair to “deliver” its
power to the external load and the other half cell to
“deliver” the power being dissipated by the cell pair
internal resistance itself. Therefore, when assuming
the conditions of RL = Rint (maximum power output at
the top of the power density parabola as presented in
[18]; Fig. 3), the value presented in Fig. 10 on the basis
of a half cell pair can be considered as the power density being available to an external load. Obviously,
this under the conditions of one steady state, as
obtained under each set of parameter value conditions

Fig. 10. Effect of membrane thickness & fluid velocity on half cell pair power density.
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such as HIGH and LOW influent concentrations,
HIGH and LOW feed flow velocity, etc. Regarding the
full (complex) modelling of a SGP-RE stack, obviously
electrodes and an external load needs to be included
as to be able to simulate a total power density parabola. This was evidently not the subject of this publication since only the simulation on the level of a single
half cell pair was targeted.
It should be mentioned also that during the design
of the electric load, connected to a real SGP-RE stack,
in theory its impedance RL could be selected to not
equal the internal impedance Rint of the SGP-RE battery but to show a value RL > Rint. In this way the
power of the SGP-RE battery will not be at the Pmax
value at IPmax (when RL = Rint) but at a lower value
P < Pmax. Indeed at RL = Rint the power being lost in
the SGP-RE battery equals the useful energy being
generated in the load RL. This however also means
that at RL = Rint the efficiency is only 50%. Therefore
and in theory, at RL > Rint the power P will be less
than Pmax but, at the current I < IPmax, the power
PLoad = RL.I² in the load RL = Rint will be higher than
the PLoss = Rint.I² lost in the internal impedance Rint
within the SGP-RE battery. In theory, the efficiency
thus could be increased from the 50% value at the
RL = Rint situation up to e.g. 75% by selecting a more
appropriate RL value (>Rint).

could be used eventually as a source of, economically
valuable, additional potable—, irrigation—or process
water. As explained in [19], the financial added value
of an additional sweet water production is even more
important than the financial added value linked to the
electrical energy production. The combined economical
added value of fresh water and energy thus will
substantially decrease the depreciation time of the
investment cost of a hybrid SGP-RE installation. In [28]
also novel developments in the use of solar energy are
indicated regarding Direct Steam Generation (DSG).
Such solar energy produced DSG steam could
eventually (co-) drive the turbine of a MVR-RHDE
installation.
Moreover, a second approach could be possibly
considered since e.g. a solar energy-based DSG steam
activated MVR-RHDE unit could eventually be integrated in the concept as suggested by Loeb [29]. A
closed circuit then could be envisaged with respect to
the HIGH and LOW salt solutions based on a single
salt. The advantages from the implementation of a single salt would be the absence of membrane fouling in
the SGP-RE stack and the possibility to use the concept of [29] to locally store solar energy as “osmotic”
energy (also at an inland, non-sea shore, location) and
use it at night or during electricity shortages for the
production of electrical power.

5. Additional remarks
The indication SGP-RE is also specifically used in
the European research project REAPower (www.reapower.eu), initiated from [19], to stress the potential
of a hybrid energy concept (and potable water production, moreover on the basis of solar energy
[16,18,20]; it should be noticed that within [20] the
claimed concentration salt solution evidently expands
to, on the basis of sustainable solar energy, additionally concentrated brine in order to obtain a much
higher salinity gradient value). The acronym
REAPower is the abbreviation of “Reverse Electrodialys Alternative Power”. The early power density convention of “W/m² cell pair” by Lacey [3] is also
maintained within the REAPower project and thus
throughout this publication and the related figures
presented here.
It should be remarked that, in accordance with
[20], VITO also looks into a very specific, potential
energy-efficient, concept MVR-RHDE based on
mechanical vapour recompressed (MVR) evaporation
[28]. In principle, but in theory up to now, such
method would allow increasing the concentration of
brines to high values. At the same time, the condensate

6. Conclusions
FEM-based SGP-RE simulations enable to obtain
much more detailed information with respect to the
predominant combined effect of membrane thickness
and salt solution flow velocity (salt solution residence
time in the HIGH and LOW compartments of the
SGP-RE half cell pair) on electrical power density
output. The extreme complexity of e.g. the convection–diffusion processes in the HIGH and LOW
compartments in a SGP-RE half cell pair and the
simultaneous diffusion through the ion conductive
membranes evidently can be studied and calculated
through the use of such type of FEM-based multiphysics software. A simplified 2D approach already
gives a good insight in that respect and is described
in this publication. The FEM model simulations confirm the effect of the thickness of the membrane, as
anticipated before from the results of a Lacey-based
model, but now from a point of view of a dynamic
model approach, producing an overall ion transport
related graphical representation. In the near future,
more extensive modelling and verification results
within the REAPower project (www.reapower.eu) will
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be published by the according partners within this
project.
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